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Contribution: Null subjects in consistent null subject languages

Two recent approaches will be the focus here:

Approach (i)
Holmberg (2005, 2010) and Roberts (2010b, 2019): the availability of null subjects (NSs) in
consistent NS languages follows from

• the presence of [D] in T

• uninterpretable [φ] in T

• a fully-blown pronoun in the vP/VoiceP-internal subject position

• the mechanism of copy deletion resting on the notion of a defective goal
(a goal is defective when the formal features of the goal are a subset of the features of
the probing head (Roberts 2010a)).

– As the feature set constituting the pronoun in the subject position is a subset of
the set constituting T, and the two are linked by Agree, valuing [φ] on T, the
pronoun is deleted by means of chain reduction.1

(1) [ C [ T[d, pers, num, (gen)] [ Asp [ DP/φP[pers, num, (gen)] Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]

Approach (ii)
Barbosa (2019), following the strand of research initiated in Barbosa (1995, 2000, 2009, 2011,
2013): the availability of NSs in consistent NS languages follows from

• the presence of [D] in T (an assumption shared with approach (i))
∗This research was supported by National Science Centre, Poland, grant 2018/31/D/HS2/00130.
1To ensure the subset-superset relation, Holmberg (2010) takes both the pronoun and T to have [Case],

whereas Roberts (2010b, 2019) assumes that both of them lack [Case].
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• interpretable [φ] in T

• intrinsically null nP in the vP/VoiceP-internal subject position.

(2) [ C [ T[d, pers, num, (gen)] [ Asp [ nP[gen] Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]

The key components of these two approaches are summarised in Table 1.

Holmberg & Roberts Barbosa
definiteness [D] in T [D] in T
subject full pronoun nP
[φ] in T uninterpretable interpretable
nullness of subject copy deletion intrinsic

Table 1: CNSL analyses

This contribution
A ‘best of both worlds’ approach is needed to account for data from Polish.

• interpretable [pers] in T

• nP in the vP/VoiceP-internal subject position, though not intrinsically null

• the mechanism of copy deletion resting on the notion of a defective goal

(3) [ C [ T[ipers, unum] [ Asp[unum, ugen] [ nP[inum, igen] Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]

Importantly, a complete account of null arguments needs to appropriately address

• the patterns of null object (NO) distribution, as well as NSs,

• not only in discourse pro-drop languages,

• but also in the remaining types (see also the discussion of partial NS languages in Bib-
erauer 2018).

Table 2 summarises the current approach against the background of the ones on which it
builds.

Holmberg & Roberts Barbosa Current
definiteness [D] in T [D] in T no [D]
subject full pronoun nP nP
[φ] in T uninterpretable interpretable interpretable [pers]
nullness of subject copy deletion intrinsic copy deletion

Table 2: CNSL analyses amalgamated
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Outline

1. Polish: a bare NP, consistent NS, partial NO language
1.1 Agreement
1.2 Null objects

2. Further consequences: [pers] and language variation
2.1 Microvariation: Polish vs. Kashubian
2.2 Diachronic development: Russian
2.3 Bilingual variation

3. Summary

1 Polish: a bare NP, consistent NS, partial NO language

Polish is a consistent NS language (see Barbosa 2019:fn 16, Roberts 2019:250, and references
therein).

• Null subjects are availablewith all person/number/gender combinations and all tense/aspect
combinations.

• In the present tense, verbal morphology reflects person and number of the subject (see
(4)).

(4) a. Czyta-m.
read-1sg
‘I read/am reading.’

b. Czyta-sz.
read-2sg
‘You read/are reading.’

c. Czyta-ø.
read-3sg
‘She/he/it reads/is reading.’

d. Czyta-my.
read-1pl
‘We read/are reading.’

e. Czyta-cie.
read-2pl
‘You read/are reading.’

f. Czyta-ją.
read-3pl
‘They read/are reading.’

• In structures where the lexical verb appears in the so-called l-participle form (e.g. in
the past tense) and the n/t-participle form (the passive voice), also gender is morpho-
logically expressed (see (5)2).

2Polish is a language with grammatical gender, which is why the feminine form in (5c) could be used, for
example, with the intended subject interpreted as książka ‘book.f’, whereas the masculine form in (5d) could be
used with wiersz ‘poem.m’.

In the glosses, ‘l’ marks the l-participle form and ‘n/t’ marks the n/t-participle.
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(5) a. Czytał-a-m.
read.l-sg.f-1sg
‘I (have) read.’

b. Czytał-e-m.
read.l-sg.m-1sg
‘I (have) read.’

c. Będzie-ø
will.be-3sg

czytan-a.
read.n/t-sg.f

‘She (it) will be read.’
d. Będzie-ø

will.be-3sg
czytan-y.
read.n/t-sg.m

‘He (it) will be read.’

In line with Holmberg’s (2010:91) discussion, as a CNSL, Polish requires the embedded
subject of a finite clause to be null, if co-reference with the matrix subject is inteneded.3

(6) a. Jani
Jan

powiedział,
said.l.sg.m

że
that

(*oni)
he

chce
wants

kupić
buy

samochód.
car

‘Jan said that he wanted to buy a car.’
b. Jani

Jan
nic
nothing

nie
not

powiedział,
said.l.sg.m

ale
but

Pawełj
Paweł

powiedział,
said.l.sg.m

że
that

øi/j chce
wants

kupić
buy

samochód.
car
‘Jan didn’t say anything, but Paweł said that he wanted to buy a car.’

However, the interpretive options available to null subjects in Polish are broader than
what has been reported for some other CNSLs.

• Definite interpretation need not be achieved with reference to a topic and is not con-
strained by the presence of an overt Aboutness-Shift Topic (contra the discussions of
some other CNSLs, as well as PNSLs, in Samek-Lodovici 1996; Frascarelli 2007, 2018;
Frascarelli & Jiménez-Fernández 2019, as well as Holmberg et al. 2009, Holmberg 2010
and Sigurðsson 2011, 2014, 2019, and in line with Cole 2009, 2010).

(7) Pół
half

roku
year

temu
ago

Anna
Anna

została
became.l.sg.f

zauważona
noticed.n/t.sg.f

przez
by

[słynnego
famous

fotografa]i.
photographer

W
in

zeszłym
last

tygodniu
week

øi zaproponował
offered.l.sg.m

jej
her

nawet
even

stałą
permanent

współpracę.
cooperation

‘Half a year ago Anna was noticed by a famous photographer. Last week he even
offered her permanent cooperation.’

3This holds of non-focused pronominal subjects. When the subject of the embedded clause is focused, it can
co-refer with the matrix subject despite being over, as in (i).

(i) a. Jani
Jan

powiedział,
said

że
that

tylko
only

oni
he

chce
wants

kupić
buy

samochód.
car

‘Jan said that only he wanted to buy a car.’
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(8) ø Rozmawiałam
talked.l.1sg.f

z
with

[mamą
mom

Tomkaj]i.
Tomek.gen

øi Powiedziała,
said.l.sg.f

że
that

øi/j nadal
still

jest
is

w
in

szpitalu.
hospital
‘I talked with Tomek’s mom. She said that he/she is still in hospital.’

(9) A: Kto
who

dzwonił?
called.l.sg.m

‘Who called?’
B: Annai.

Anna
Jeżeli
if

chodzi
walks

o
about

naszą
our

piątkową
Friday

wycieczkę,
trip

øi mówiła,
said.l.sg.f

że
that

też
also

øi

chciałaby
would.like.l.sg.f

na
on

nią
her

pojechać.
go

‘Anna. As for our Friday trip, she said that she would also like to go on it.’

• Topic change does not require an overt pronoun in Polish, unlike what has been re-
ported for some other null subject languages (see Cole 2009).

(10) Jani
Jan

czekał.
waited.l.sg.m

Annaj
Anna

przyjechała.
came.l.sg.f

øi Otworzył
opened.l.sg.m

jej
her.dat

drzwi.
door

øj

Weszła
entered.l.sg.f

bez
without

słowa.
word

‘Jan waited. Anna came. He opened the door for her. She entered without a word.’

• Indefinite interpretations (including non-specific/narrow-scope indefinite readings) are
available to the null subject.

(11) Anna
Anna

bardzo
very.much

lubi
likes

książki,
books.acc

szczególnie
especially

jak
when

ø są
are

pisane
written.n/t.pl

wyrafinowanym
refined

językiem.
language

‘Anna likes books very much, especially when they are written with a refined lan-
guage.’

(12) Anna
Anna

lubi
likes

piec
bake

ciasta
cakes

drożdżowe.
yeast

Zawsze
always

ø jej
her

wychodzą.
come.out.3pl

‘Anna likes baking yeast cakes. They always come out right for her.’
(13) Cały

all
dzisiejszy
today

poranek
morning

ø obsługiwałam
attended.l.1sg.f

niemiłych
unpleasant

klientów.
clients

Całe
all

popołudnie
afternoon

też
also

ø non-stop
non-stop

przychodzili.
came.l.pl.m

‘All morning today I attended unpleasant clients. All afternoon unpleasant clients
also kept coming non-stop.’
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(14) A: Dziś
today

rano
morning

dzwonił
called.l.sg.m

do
to

mnie
me

jakiś
some

ankieter.
pollster

‘Some pollster called me today in the morning.’
B: Do

to
mnie
me

ø nie
not

dzwonił.
called.l.sg.m

Na
on

szczęście,
fortune

bo
because

ø byłam
was.l.1sg.f

w
in

strasznym
terrible

humorze.
mood
‘He didn’t call me./No pollster called me. Fortunately, because I was in a terrible
mood.’

• The availability of both definite and indefinite interpretation results in ambiguity in
contexts such as (15), where there could be two different roe deer or the same one.

(15) Pod
under

mój
my

dom
house

przyszła
came.sg.f

dziś
today

sarna.
roe.deer

Pod
under

dom
house

Anny
Anna.gen

też
also

ø przyszła.
came.sg.f

‘A roe deer came near my house today. It/one came near Anna’s house too.’

• This is not surprising when viewed against the background of the broad interpretive
possibilities of bare lexical NPs and overt pronouns in Polish, both of which can also be
associated with definite and indefinite readings (see Ruda submitted), as in (16)–(18).

(16) Pies
dog

zaszczekał.
barked.l.sg.m

‘The/a dog barked.’
(17) Paweł

Paweł
spotkał
met.l.sg.m

dziś
today

interesującą
interesting

dziewczynę,
girl

ale
but

ø nie
not

zaprosił
invited.l.sg.m

jej
her.gen

na
on

kawę.
coffee

‘Paweł has met an interesting girl today, but he hasn’t invited her for coffee.’
(18) A: ø Nie

not
mam
have.1sg

dziewczyny.
girl

‘I do not have a girlfriend.’
B: Czemu

why
ø sobie
self.dat

jej
her.gen

nie
not

znajdziesz?
find.2sg

‘Why won’t you find one for yourself?’

[D]

• While the issue of the syntactic structure of bare NP arguments in languages without
articles is not uncontroversial, in alignment with, a.o., Chierchia (1998); Willim (2000),
and Bošković (2012), I assume that Polish

– lacks the D projection/feature in the structure of NPs
– lacks [D] in general, that is there is no [D] in T in Polish, there being no evidence

for it which the learning algorithm could rely on.
– The ultimate interpretation of bare NPs in languages such as Polish can be derived

by appeal to different semantic and pragmatic mechanisms, including, but not
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restricted to, (ι) type-shifting (for relevant discussions, see Chierchia 1998; Heim
2011; Šimík & Demian forthcoming,s; Šimík forthcoming and references therein).4

Implication

• If [D] is present in T in CNSLs with articles, the mechanisms of achieving definite
interpretation of NSs differ within this language group, just as is the case for overt NPs
on the current assumptions.

• This may be the reason why NSs in Polish enjoy broader interpretive freedom than NSs
in languages such as Italian.

[φ]
The two major proposals are

(i) that T bears uninterpretable [φ], which is valued by a fully-blown pronoun inside
vP/VoiceP by Agree, as a consequence of which the pronoun is deleted by copy deletion
(Holmberg 2010; Roberts 2010b, 2019);

(ii) that T bears interpretable [φ] and the subject merged inside vP/VoiceP is represented
as nP (Barbosa 2019).

Interestingly, the agreement-related facts of Polish favour (ii), while NO facts suggest the
need for retaining the core mechanism of (i) as well.

1.1 Agreement

While in Polish verbal morphology reflects the person, number, and, in some contexts, gender
of the subject, this comes with a twist: morphologically, [pers/num] and [num/gen] fusional
morphemes are realised separately.

• The former is

– either a clitic which can be attached to the lexical verb or to different types of
pre-verbal hosts (past tense; see (19a))

– or an inflectional marker on the lexical verb (present tense, future perfective,
where gender is not marked; see (19b)) or an auxiliary (future imperfective; see
(19c)).

• The latter is realised via inflection of the lexical verb (past tense, (one variant of) future
imperfective, where the so-called l-participle is used; see (19a,c)5).

(19) [pers/num] and [num/gen] marking
a. czytał-a-ś/

read.l-sg.f-2sg
że-ś
że-2sg

czytał-a/
read.l-sg.f

wczoraj-ś
yesterday-2sg

czytał-a
read.l-sg.f

‘you (have) read/yesterday you read’
4Note that when postulated, [D] is possibly required only for third person arguments, first and second person

pronouns referring to the speaker (and their group) and the addressee(s) by the denotations of [pers] as such.
5The two latter options in (19a) are colloquial, with że being a pleonastic element in this case used to support

the inflectional marker (see Embick 1995; Witkoś 1998; Migdalski 2006 and references therein for a discussion
of the properties of the inflectional clitics in Polish).
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b. czyta-sz/
read-2sg

prze-czyta-sz
pref-read-2sg

‘you read/are reading/you will (have) read’
c. będzie-sz

will-2sg
czytał-a
read.l-sg.f

‘you will read/be reading’

• In future imperfective, illustrated in (19c), [pers/num] is obligatorily reflected as inflec-
tion of the auxiliary.

• Similarly, in the conditional and subjunctive structures, also employing the l-participle,
[pers/num] is obligatorily attached to

– the conditional marker (which can be pre-verbal or attached to the verb; see (20a))
– or the complementiser (see (20b)),

• illustrating further the separation of the [pers/num] and [num/gen] marking.

(20) conditional and subjunctive
a. by-ś

cond-2sg
czytał-a/
read.l-sg.f

czytał-a-by-ś
read.l-sg.f-cond-2sg

‘you would read’
b. Chciał-a-m,

wanted.l-sg.f-1sg
że-by-ś
that-subju-2sg

czytał-a.
read.l-sg.f

‘I wanted you to read.’

The most straightforward way to capture these facts is to assume two separate [φ]-probes in
the clausal spine:

• a [pers/num] probe on T

• and a [num/gen] probe on Asp
(see Witkoś 1998 for some arguments that the lexical verb moves only as high as Asp
in Polish6).

• This is schematised in (21).

(21) [ C [ T[pers/num] [ Asp[num/gen] [ Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]

If this analysis is correct, the copy deletion scenario cannot work for Polish in its orig-
inal formulation, as there is no single probe constituting the superset of the pronominal
([pers/num/gen]) goal.

6Within Roberts’s (2010a) approach to head movement, which requires that the formal features of the higher
and lower head stand in the superset-subset relation, the two probes analysis can explain the usual assumption
in the literature on verb movement in Polish, according to which there is no Asp-to-T movement. Namely, if T
lacks the gender feature, the feature set constituting Asp is not a subset of the set constituting T.
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Current modification
n(P) as the VoiceP-internal subject

(22) n[num/gen] (alternatively: [NumP Num [n[gen]]])

• n bears gender as well as number in Polish (cf. Lowenstamm 2008 and Willim 2012),
these features being realised as a single portmanteau morpheme symmetrically in the
singular and plural, attached as a suffix to the root/stem (e.g. kobiet-a ‘woman-sg.f.nom’,
kobiet-y ‘woman-pl.f.nom’).

• Such an n(P) constitutes a subset of the features on Asp.

(23) [ C [ T[pers, num] [ Asp[num, gen] [ nP[num, gen] Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]

• It is thus Agree linking Asp and n(P) rather than T and n(P) which makes it possible
for the VoiceP-internal subject to be deleted via the mechanism of copy deletion, along
the lines proposed in Holmberg (2010) and Roberts (2010b, 2019).

With [D] excluded and the VoiceP-internal subject being represented as n(P) (an interpretable
[num/gen] bundle), the remaining feature contributing to the identification of the referent of
the subject is [pers].

• The solution which follows naturally within the current set of assumptions is to adapt
the approach in Barbosa (1995) and related work and take

– [pers] on T to be interpretable,
– with [num] on T,
– as well as [num/gen] on Asp being uninterpretable,
– on the one hand avoiding the superfluous doubling of interpretable number and

gender (on T and Asp and on n and Asp respectively),
– and, from a more general perspective, being in line with the observation that it

is [pers] which seems to be at the core of the consistent NS phenomenon (as
opposed to partial NS; see Franks 1995; Barbosa 2019; Roberts 2019).

The representation of the structure in (24a) can thus be as in (24b), where

• on the merge of Asp, Agree values the uninterpretable [num/gen] on Asp with their
equivalents on nP, yielding the superset-subset relation making it possible for n(P) to
be unpronounced.

• T bearing valued, interpretable [pers] and unvalued, uninterpretable [num] is merged
next, with [num] being valued by Agree with [num] on Asp ([num] on Asp being a
closer goal than [num] on n(P)).

(24) a. Czytał-a-m.
read.l-sg.f-1sg
‘I (have) read.’

b. [ C [ T[ipers:1, unum:__] [ Asp[unum:__, ugen:__] [ nP[inum:sg, igen:f] Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]
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Thus, if nP is a [num/gen] bundle in Polish, Roberts’s copy deletion approach captures its
acceptable non-pronunciation, despite the fact that it is usually realised as an overt suffix:

• Agree between Asp and nP creates the required superset-subset relation.
(25) [ C [ T[ipers:1, unum:sg] [ Asp[unum:sg, ugen:f] [ nP[inum:sg, igen:f] Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]

A question which arises at this point is whether we could dispense with this deletion mech-
anism, assuming an intrinsically null n in the lexicon of Polish.

• In addition to a stipulatory nature of this solution, its unfeasibility is revealed by the
distributional properties of null objects, an issue discussed next.

1.2 Null objects

If Polish simply had a null n(P) at its disposal, whichwouldmake the copy deletionmechanism
superfluous, it would be predicted to feature widespread object drop, comparable to what we
observe in discourse pro-drop languages. Though available, NOs in Polish are restricted (see
(26)) and whenever possible, they are interchangeable with overt pronouns (see (27); see Ruda
2017 and references therein).

(26) Adam
Adam

myśli,
thinks

że
that

Anna
Anna

*(go)
him

skrzywdzi.
will.hurt

‘Adam thinks that Anna will hurt him.’
(27) a. Obu

both
panów
gentlemen.acc

łączy
unites

miłość
love

do
to

piłki
ball

nożnej.
foot.adj

Dzieli
divides

(ich)
them

wizja
vision

kierowania
leading

partią.
party

‘Both gentlemen are united by their love for football. They are divided by their
vision for leading the party.’

b. ø Puszczaj
let.go.imper.2sg

(mnie),
me

bo
because

ø (cię)
you

zabiję!
kill.1sg

‘Let go of me or I will kill you.’

If restricted availability and optionality/interchangeability with overt pronouns are the dis-
tinguishing features of partial NS languages (Barbosa 2019), we can characterise Polish as a
partial NO language.

• NOs are not freely available because copy deletion cannot apply to nP in this case,
Polish lacking O-V agreement.

• Thus, NOs appear only when an additional ellipsis mechanism is licensed to apply to
nP, yielding its non-pronunciation.

– (NOs in Polish do not arise (solely) as a result of argument ellipsis or V-stranding
VP ellipsis; see (27b), where no linguistic antecedent is present.)

Interim summary
Table 2, repeated below, summarises the current approach against the background of the ones
on which it builds.

(28) [ C [ T[ipers, unum] [ Asp[unum, ugen] [ nP[inum, igen] Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]
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Holmberg & Roberts Barbosa Current
definiteness [D] in T [D] in T no [D]
subject full pronoun nP nP
[φ] in T uninterpretable interpretable interpretable [pers]
nullness of subject copy deletion intrinsic copy deletion

Table 3: CNSL analyses amalgamated

2 Further consequences: [pers] and language variation

The current approach provides a rather straightforward account of variation of three different
types:

• microvariation between Polish and Kashubian;

• diachronic development of Russian;

• and bilingual variation

in terms of the interpretability of [pers] in T.

2.1 Microvariation: Polish vs. Kashubian

Kashubian is a language closely related to Polish and is parallel to it in its inflectional sys-
tem, but can be characterised as (a type of) a partial pro-drop system (NSs are optional and
sometimes unavailable (i.e. when there is no verbal inflection for [pers]); see Ruda 2018 and
references therein).7 (29)–(30) from Kashubian fairy tales illustrate the availability of the two
options.

(29) Żił
lived

so
self.dat

rôz
once

biédny
poor

parobk.
farmhand

ø Béł
was

serotą.
orphan

Wiele
many

lat
years

ø służił
served

ù
at

gbùra
peasant

i
and

to
prt

bez
without

nijaczi
any

zôpłatë.
pay

W
in

kòżdi
each

dzéń
day

Nowégò
New

Rokù
Year

ø dopòminôł
demanded

sã
se

ò
about

swój
self’s

zôròbk,
pay

ale
but

gbùr
peasant

leno
just

gò
him

wësmiéwôł.
ridiculed

‘Once upon a time there lived a poor farmhand. He was an orphan. He’s worked for
a peasant for many years and without any pay. At each New Year’s day he demanded
his pay, but the peasant only ridiculed him.’ [Kashubian]
[Source: Anna Łajming, fairy tale Parobk imëszka, available at http://www.akademiabajkikaszubskiej.pl/
UserFiles/File/doc_135903334601_Parobk%20i%20m%C3%ABszka.pdf]

(30) Bòles
Bòles

wcale
at.all

nie
not

znôł
knew

swòjëch
self’s

starszëch.
parents

Czej
when

òn
he

béł
was

jesz
still

czësto
very

malińczim
small

knôpiczkã,
boy

tej
then

tatk
father

i
and

nënka
mother

jemù
him-dat

ùmarlë,
died

a
and

òn
he

sã
se

wëchòwôł
grow.up

kòł
at

7Kashubian, officially, is a regional language of Poland. It is spoken in the North of
Poland (Pomerelia). In the 2011 population census, 108,140 people declared Kashubian as the
main language used at home, of whom 3,802 declared it as the only language used at home
(a vast majority of respondents declared Polish as the other language; information available at
http://stat.gov.pl/download/cps/rde/xbcr/gus/LUD_ludnosc_stan_str_dem_spo_NSP20 11.pdf).
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cëzëch
other

lëdzy.
people

Czej
when

òn
he

béł
was

përznã
a.little

wikszi,
older

tej
then

òn
he

pasł
tended

pile,
geese

pózni
then

mùże,
cows

a
and

pòtemù
then

szopczi.
sheep

‘Bòles didn’t know his parents at all. When he was still a very small boy, his father
and mother died and he was brought up by other people. When he was a bit older,
he tended geese, then cows, and then sheep.’ [Kashubian]
[Source: Alojzy Nagel, fairy tale Bazuna, available at: http://www.akademiabajkikaszubskiej.pl/ User-
Files/File/doc_138780057217.pdf]

• Bare NP arguments can be interpreted as definite.

• The distribution of NOs has been described as similar to Polish.

These facts can be captured if [pers] in T can either be interpretable and valued or uninter-
pretable and unvalued in Kashubian.

• When [pers] in T is interpretable, NSs can be derived in a way parallel to Polish.

• When the uninterpretable (unvalued) variant is selected, the merge of a full pronoun
inside vP/VoiceP is needed for valuation to be possible.

2.2 Diachronic development: Russian

In its diachronic development, Russian lost person marking in the past and is at present a
partial pro-drop language (Madariaga 2018 and references therein).

• This can be modelled as a loss of the interpretability of [pers] in T on the current
proposal and perhaps a complete loss of [pers] in T in the past tense.

2.3 Bilingual variation

Finally, the same hypothesis can also account for the overuse of overt pronouns in bilingual
consistent and partial pro-drop systems (see Sorace et al. 2009; Dubinina & Polinsky 2013 and
references therein).

• The loss of the interpretability of [pers] in T enforces the merge of interpretable [pers]
elsewhere in the structure, that is as part of the subject pronoun.

All these environments, including also NOs in Polish, share one other common feature:

• when overt pronouns are used instead of null arguments, they are not associated with
special information-structural colouring,

• unlike overt (pre-verbal) pronominal subjects in Polish.8

• Interpretable [pers] in T triggers this effect: when it is used in conjunction with an
overt pronoun in Polish, there are two instances of interpretable S-associated [pers] in
the clause, which forces the system to assign a role for both of them in the process of
interpretation at the C-I interface.

8In some contexts, Polish makes it possible for overt, mostly post-verbal, pronominal subjects to be used
instead of null subjects with no difference in meaning (see Pisarkowa 1969; Nillson 1982; McShane 1999, 2009).
In general, also the spoken variety of Polish shows a greater frequency of use of overt subject pronouns with
apparent lack of a meaning difference, a situation opposite to Russian (McShane 2009).
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3 Summary

Table 2, repeated below, summarises the current approach against the background of the ones
on which it builds.

Holmberg & Roberts Barbosa Current
definiteness [D] in T [D] in T no [D]
subject full pronoun nP nP
[φ] in T uninterpretable interpretable interpretable [pers]
nullness of subject copy deletion intrinsic copy deletion

Table 4: CNSL analyses amalgamated

(31) [ C [ T[ipers, unum] [ Asp[unum, ugen] [ nP[inum, igen] Voice [ v [ √ ]]]]]]

Implications
The elements of the linguistic system which are crucial to understanding linguistic variation
in the domain of argument drop include

• the presence of [D] in a language and, relatedly, the ways in which the interpretation
of arguments in general is achieved,

• the association of verbal heads in the clausal spine with [φ],

• the association of the features on the n head with phonemic material.

All of these components can be acquired based on PLD.

Differences between otherwise grammatically similar systems can be attributed to the inter-
pretability of [pers] in T.

• When [pers] in T is interpretable, the vP/VoiceP-internal subject can be an n(P).

• When [pers] in T is uninterpretable, an interpretable instance needs to be merged as
part of the pronominal subject phrase.
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